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Bose-Einstein-Condensation: "Creating a New Form of Matter at the Coldest 

Temperature in the Universe" 
Carl Wieman
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Motivation (1)
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BEC-Generation in principle easy: 

Cool down a boson gas to extremely low 

temperatures until the wave packets start 

to overlap

Already 1925 Einstein predicted the phenomenon of Bose-Einstein-Condensates 

(BECs) („Zur Quantentheorie des idealen Gases“)



Motivation (2)
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http://cua.mit.edu/ketterle_group/intro/whatbec/whtisbec.html

Below a critical Temperature Tc :   

• comparable to interatomic separation

→  wavepackets “overlap“

• Bosons undergo quantum-mechanical

phase transition     →  form a BEC 

Spatial extent  of atoms at temperature T 

and with mass m:
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http://cua.mit.edu/ketterle_group/intro/whatbec/whtisbec.html


Motivation (3)
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Which temperature ranges do we 

need?



Motivation (4)
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Problem:  At low enough T all gases condensate classically → liquids or solids

Avoid three-body collisions  ~  n2 (n: density) 

Solution: meta-stable dilute gases with sufficient low densities

thermal equilibrium (due to binary elastic collisions ~ n) reached much 

faster than phase (chemical) equilibrium

formation time of molecules or clusters by three-body collisions 

→ seconds or minutes

typical temperature for Bose-Einstein-Condensation ~ 100 nK



Motivation (5)
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Why should one create BECs ?

• BECs are purely quantum statistical phase transition

• they occur even in absence of interaction

• they are prime example of statistical mechanics

BUT even around 1990 many people had doubts that BEC would ever be 

achieved 

Two things are necessary:

1) Atomic System, which stays gaseous all the way to BEC transition

2) Development of cooling and trapping techniques (wall-free trap)



Methods
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Cooling happens in two steps:

1) Laser cooling (precooling)

2) Evaporative cooling

http://cua.mit.edu/ketterle_group/intro/exprmnt/exprmnt1.html

http://cua.mit.edu/ketterle_group/intro/exprmnt/exprmnt1.html


Laser cooling (1)
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• From six directions in space a red-shifted laser points on the

atom cloud

• primary force: repulsion when momentum is transferred from

photons scattering off an atom

• single momentum kick from the scattered photon very small

→ typical velocity change ~ 1 cm/s

BUT: by exciting a strong atomic transition, it is possible to

scatter more than 107 photons per second

• radiation-pressure force brings atoms to a velocity near zero

(“cooling”) and holds them at a particular point in space

(“trapping”)



Laser cooling (2)
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• Using the Doppler effect to make the photon scattering rate

velocity-dependent

Atoms are slowed down,

but not confined

"optical molasses"



Limits of Laser cooling
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• With laser cooling one can reach temperatures in the area of microkelvin

• Temperature Limit:

with  Γ/2 = max. scattering rate

TD  = Doppler-Temperature

• For example:   23Na    TD  ≈ 235 μK
87Rb    TD  ≈ 146 μK
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Sub-Doppler-Cooling
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Reality shows that even lower temperatures can be achieved: Sub-Doppler-

Cooling

Absolute limit: 

Absorption of 1 Photon             Atom at rest             Acceleration due to reemission

Recoil limit: 
m

k
Tk

rB
2

22


For example:    23Na  Tr ≈     3 μK
87Rb  Tr  ≈ 350 nK

Still not cold enough!



Magneto-optical trap (MOT) (1)
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Problem: atoms still diffuse out of the region if there is no position dependence to 

the optical force

MOT or “Zeeman shift optical trap”  (ZOT)

position-dependent force is created by circular polarized laser beam 

and by applying an inhomogeneous magnetic field to the trapping region 



Magneto-optical trap (MOT) (2)
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Schematic design of a MOT: Example for experimental setup:

http://commons.bcit.ca/physics/jbooth/motlab/grf/Trapped%20Atoms1.jpg

http://commons.bcit.ca/physics/jbooth/motlab/grf/Trapped Atoms1.jpg


Magneto-optical trap (MOT) (3)
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Inhomogenous magnetic field 

leads to inhomogeneous 

Zeeman splitting

The scattering rate becomes 

position dependent

according to selection rules for the transitions the laser beams have to be circular 

polarized; opposite polarization from opposite directions



Evaporative cooling (1)
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• As we already have seen the temperatures due to laser cooling are not

cold enough 

• Use additional cooling method which we all know from everyday life

Evaporative cooling = remove hottest atoms from the trap

• Because the lasers deliver heat they have to be switched off to reach lower

temperatures

http://www.dw-world.de/image/0,,4165043_1,00.jpg

http://www.dw-world.de/image/0,,4165043_1,00.jpg
http://www.dw-world.de/image/0,,4165043_1,00.jpg
http://www.dw-world.de/image/0,,4165043_1,00.jpg


Evaporative cooling (2)
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• pump atoms in magnetic sub-states

(weak-field seeking states)

→ atoms can be trapped in a minimum

of the magnetic field 

• insert rf pulses with energies

which are resonant to a transition to a

not magnetically trapped state

• energy splitting due to zeeman-effect is

proportional to absolute value of the

magnetic field

→  Condition for resonance

dependence                                          
rfB

rBµ )(
2

1
can be translated to a space-



Evaporative cooling (3)
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• make insert frequency resonant to a

region which only atoms with high

energies can reach 

Remove selectively the hottest atoms

from the trap

the remaining atoms rethermalise at

lower temperatures

can reach BEC with 106 – 108 atoms



Observation of a BEC
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After 6 msec time of flight for different 

temperatures

Durfee, Ketterle 1998



Properties of BECs (1)
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1) Two BECs have a well defined phase 

→ can interfere

two BECs are separated by the distance d

→  switch off the traps 

→  they expand ballistically 

→ observe interference pattern

1 mm

Durfee, Ketterle 1998



Properties of BECs (2)
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2) Superfluidity

→ proven by appearing of vortices

→ vortices: singularities in density-distribution if the BEC is rotated

→ number of vortices as a function of the rotation velocity



Application - Atom laser (1)
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Durfee, Ketterle 1998

• a short rf pulse rotated the 

spin of the trapped atoms

• inhomogenous magnetic 

field separated the atoms 

into trapped (parallel spins) 

and outcoupled 

components (antiparallel 

spins)

• sequence of rf pulses



Application - Atom laser (2)
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T. Hänsch, München

Durfee, Ketterle 1998



Nobel prizes
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Summary
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• BEC       →         predicted 1925         →         created 1995

• Cooling in two main steps

1) Precooling with laser

2) Final cooling with evaporation 

• Allows fundamental studies of these new systems, with new application

(atom laser)

pictures: http://www.colorado.edu/physics/2000/bec/index.html

http://www.colorado.edu/physics/2000/bec/index.html

